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Deidre Straiton, a Specialist Recruitment Researcher in the Antal South Africa team shares the details of the special
relationships she fosters with her candidate which resulted in a compelling testimony which went viral on social media.
This case study emphasises the importance of the communication and developing a strong relationship between
recruiter and candidate:
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How did you come across William’s details? William responded to a position advertised around 6 months ago.
What stood out for you about his experiences? William displayed a pleasant, warm and persistent personality,
which in the sales environment, is attractive and a skill our clients often need in their own business.
How did you develop your relationship with William? We spoke on a regular basis. William made an effort to
check in with me every 2/3 weeks, updating him on any new positions that he could be considered for. With
his warm personality, it was a pleasure to work with him, I really wanted to help him succeed. William also went
the extra mile in his interviews, preparing well and showcasing exactly how he would be able to bring new clients
in their business.
Did you meet face2face or was it mostly phone based? Did you do any Video calls? Most of our discussions
were via phone and video calls, but around 2 weeks ago I met him for a coffee catch up. At that stage, William
had gone for 3 interviews with the same company so I wanted to talk through the opportunity in more detail
and overcome any obstacles that would keep him in the race.
Did you put him forward to a number of roles? Through a number of interviews / have to share feedback and
keep going? Yes William went for at least 4 different interviews with various companies, I was determined to
place him as I believed in his capabilities
What was exceptional about this process? William and I connected well, and enjoyed chatting with each other.
I was happy to work with William. As part of my role, I encouraged William, telling him, if it is meant to be, it
will come his way.
How did you feel when you read his special message of thanks? I was completed blown away, especially about
how I was the only person who still believed in him! This was incredibly touching. And, as a positive outcome I
have been contacted by a good few new people sending me their cv’s and details.
Team work: As we work in a tight team in South Africa, I focus on the candidate souring and we successfully
presented William to our client via Jade Pretorius.
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